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I Introduction

In 2014, Chief High Court Judge Helen Winkelmann (now Chief Justice) advocated that “the [legal] profession must play its part, a critical part, in meeting the challenge to provide access to justice for all in our society”.

In this article, we explore the current state of public interest law in Aotearoa New Zealand and assess whether the legal profession is in fact playing its part in providing public interest legal services for all New Zealanders.

Public interest law comprises both pro bono legal work and public interest litigation. This legal work usually pertains to issues of access to justice or matters of wider societal interest, which may include political matters. There are numerous public interest law initiatives throughout New Zealand but these efforts are currently not structured or coordinated. While there is growing demand for public interest legal services, there is a lack of public knowledge about existing services—often, the legal profession itself is not aware of such initiatives.

This article provides an up-to-date snapshot of public interest legal work in New Zealand. Part II will define “public interest law” in the New Zealand context. Part III to Part V will examine the public interest legal work currently being conducted by the government and various community organisations, law firms and practitioners, and university law students and groups. We examine the organisational structures in each of these public interest law providers and assess the challenges they face when providing public interest law services. Finally, Part VI will reflect on the potential future direction of public interest law in New Zealand.

II Definition of Public Interest Law

Public interest law is not a fixed concept and can carry many definitions. Its exact scope is contested; as such, the definition and parameters employed for the purposes of this article is only one approach to defining the scope of public interest law. This Part provides a working definition of public interest law that will be used throughout this article.

A suitable starting point to define “public interest” can be found in s 7(1) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and s 9(1) of the Official Information Act 1982. Under these provisions, the release of information is subject to a “public interest” test. The High Court in *TV3 Network Services Ltd v Broadcasting Standards Authority* provided guidance on the meaning of public interest.

Public interest is not information that is merely interesting to the public; instead, it is about matters of “legitimate concern.” Therefore, issues of public interest can be defined as issues in law that affect a broader set of concerns and interests beyond the parties of a case.

---

3 Stephen, above n 2, at 66.
4 Some information used in this article were obtained through a series of interviews with law firms and community law centres. Ethics approval for these interviews was obtained from the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (reference number UAHPEC3263).
5 *TV3 Network Services Ltd v Broadcasting Standards Authority* [1995] 2 NZLR 720 (HC).
6 At 733.
We define public interest law as legal services provided (either directly to clients or indirectly by interveners) on areas relevant to:
- access to justice;
- matters of general public or societal interest, which may include political matters;
- or
- policy issues relating to the overall just functioning of the justice system.

Public interest law covers services offered at no cost, as well as services that may be funded by third parties or offered at rates determined by a share of the damages award. This definition offers several analytical advantages. First, it is malleable and flexible to incorporate the great plurality of public interest law. Second, it captures the essence of the values that characterise both the law and motivations of actors in this space.

We suggest that public interest law can be split into two forms: pro bono work and public interest litigation. Broadly, pro bono work involves lawyers offering their services for free or on a reduced rate, whereas public interest litigation often involves legal representation for interest groups (or lawyers directly intervening on the legal issues at issue in trial).7 Both areas of law share the common character of being completed in the public interest, and the support or intervention of external parties in the litigants’ cases. However, these two forms can be distinguished on their purposes: whereas the purpose of pro bono work is to support access to justice for under-resourced litigants, the purpose of public interest litigation is to raise issues of fundamental public importance before the court.

The next section outlines the scope of pro bono work before considering public interest litigation.

A Pro bono work

The term “pro bono” is derived from the Latin phrase “pro bono publico”, which can be translated as “for the public good”.8 In a legal context, pro bono is often understood as free legal work performed by lawyers to help people with legal problems and limited funds, or free legal assistance to organisations involved in social causes.9

There is no cross-jurisdictional consensus on a common definition for pro bono work. In the United Kingdom, the Law Society of England and Wales, the Bar Council of England and Wales, and the Chartered Institute of Legal Executives have endorsed the Pro Bono Protocol, which defines pro bono legal work broadly as “legal advice or representation provided by lawyers in the public interest”10. In the United States of America, the American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct defines pro bono work as the provision of “legal services without fee or expectation of fee” or a “substantially reduced fee to persons of limited means”.11 It further states that lawyers should “aspire to render at least (50) hours of pro bono publico legal services per year”.12

---

7 Interveners are defined in the New Zealand Law Dictionary as “[a] person who intervenes in proceedings to protect interests that are different from those of the existing parties”: Peter Spiller New Zealand Law Dictionary (9th ed, LexisNexis, Wellington, 2019) I at IN.
9 See, for example, Gale Encyclopedia of American Law, above n 8, at 130, where “pro bono” is defined as “free legal work done by an attorney” for individuals or organisations in need.
12 American Bar Association, above n 11.
In New Zealand, the New Zealand Law Society (NZLS) provides a rather broad definition of pro bono work, describing it as:  

legal professional services which are provided free of charge if an individual who requires legal advice or services, either cannot afford legal services or does not qualify for legal aid. It can also capture services provided at a reduced rate – “low bono” work.

The Australian Pro Bono Council’s definition focuses on three key elements: the nature of the work must be legal, the work must be done for free or at a very low cost, and the work must be provided to people in need. This focus on access to justice aligns with the NZLS definition. However, the Australian definition draws clearer boundaries and classifies the following as outside the definition of pro bono work:

1. giving legal assistance to any person for free or at a reduced fee without reference to whether that person can afford to pay for that legal assistance or whether that person’s case raises an issue of public interest;
2. free first consultations with clients who are otherwise billed at a firm’s normal rates;
3. legal assistance provided under a grant of legal assistance from Legal Aid;
4. contingency fee arrangements or other speculative work which is undertaken with a commercial expectation of a fee;
5. the sponsorship of cultural and sporting events, work undertaken for business development and other marketing opportunities; or
6. time spent by lawyers sitting on the board of a community organisation (including a community legal organisation) or a charity.

For the purposes of this article, we will be adopting the broad New Zealand definition constrained by the limitations proposed by the Australian Pro Bono Council as to what is not considered pro bono work.

Pro bono services are distinct from legal aid services provided by the government under the Legal Services Act 2011, which governs the eligibility for both civil and criminal legal aid. Legal aid broadly operates as a loan scheme in most instances, requiring beneficiaries to eventually repay their legal costs incurred. Services provided under the legal aid scheme are still charged out by lawyers at standard rates, with the government merely acting as a loan agent for the person. The legal aid scheme is, therefore, distinct from pro bono services, as in most circumstances services provided under the scheme will be eventually paid by beneficiaries, while recipients of pro bono services are not subject to that expectation. The financial cut-off to be eligible for civil or family legal aid is very low and there are “many people [that are] ineligible … [who] are still unable to afford legal

---

14 See Australian Pro Bono Centre “Definition of Pro Bono” <www.probonocentre.org.au>.
15 Kayla Stewart, Bridgette Toy-Cronin and Louisa Choe New Zealand lawyers, pro bono, and access to justice (University of Otago Legal Issues Centre, Dunedin, 2020) at 6.
16 Australian Pro Bono Centre, above n 14 (emphasis omitted).
18 Ministry of Justice, above n 17.
services and are therefore dependent on free or low-cost legal services offered to the community”.

We also distinguish similar state services from the definition of pro bono, including the Police Detention Legal Assistance (which provides free legal advice or assistance to persons in police custody) and the duty lawyer service (to assist persons charged with an offence on the first day of their appearance in court). This is because these services do not distinguish between those who can afford legal counsel and those who cannot, and these services are funded directly by the Ministry of Justice on behalf of the Crown. Additionally, people facing more serious charges or complex cases will typically have to seek further legal counsel in addition to these services.

B Public interest litigation

Public interest litigation is a modern, evolving and somewhat controversial field. Public interest litigation is where litigants seek to use the courts to advance or vindicate contestable political issues which they believe are not getting the interest they deserve in the political arena. The types of issues pursued vary broadly but often incorporate relevant public policy concerns.

Public interest litigation is thus a flexible area of the law that eludes strict definition but is also united by a common desire to use the law to highlight issues parties deem important to the public interest. There are three main avenues in which public interest litigation is pursued: test cases, judicial review and third-party interventions. In recent years, community interest groups, such as Child Poverty Action Group and Greenpeace,

22 The Police Detention Legal Assistance Scheme “enables anyone arrested or held by the police to obtain free and confidential legal advice from a lawyer”, which means that the question of affordability does not arise: Latham & Watkins LLP A Survey of Pro Bono Practices and Opportunities in Selected Jurisdictions (Pro Bono Institute, September 2010) at 146. The duty lawyer service “ensure[s] that a sufficient number of lawyers are available at each District Court” to assist, advice and represent unrepresented defendants charged with a criminal offence. This also means that the question of affordability does not arise in duty lawyer services: Ministry of Justice Duty lawyer service: Operational policy (February 2021) at 4.
23 Ministry of Justice Police Detention Legal Assistance Service: Operational policy, above n 20, at 4; and Ministry of Justice Duty lawyer service: Operational policy, above n 22, at 4.
26 At 1.
28 Harriet Samuels “Public interest litigation and the civil society factor” (2018) 38 Legal Studies 515 at 518.
have brought major public interest law cases in the High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court.  

Māori customary rights is an important area of public interest litigation in New Zealand, as seen in test cases such as Attorney-General v Ngati Apa and New Zealand Maori Council v Attorney-General.  

In Ngati Apa, the initial proceedings were brought by a group of eight iwi who sought orders declaring that the foreshore and seabed of the Marlborough Sounds was Māori customary land.  

Ngati Apa is a landmark case in which the Court of Appeal unanimously held that transfer of sovereignty does not extinguish Māori customary rights. In New Zealand Maori Council, the Court of Appeal defined early understandings of the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi, which have since been incorporated in a number of statutes and institutions, arguably solidifying the Treaty’s position as New Zealand’s founding document. These cases illustrate how tangata whenua have used public interest litigation in order to develop and protect their customary rights, which is of significant public interest. The principles developed from these cases have continued to shape New Zealand court decisions.

Third-party interventions involve a third party becoming involved in cases of significant public interest, despite not being a party to the case or have a “direct stake” in the outcome of the proceedings. The legislative authority for public interest interventions in the High Court and Court of Appeal comes from the Court of Appeal (Civil) Rules 2005, the High Court Rules 2016 and that Court’s inherent jurisdiction. The New Zealand Court of Appeal delivered the modern position on public interest interveners in Drew v Attorney-General.

---


31 Ngati Apa, above n 30, at [126]. The initial proceeding was at the Maori Land Court where Judge Hingston “gave an interim decision ... favouring the iwi”. An appeal to the Maori Appellate Court was then made by the Attorney-General and others, who stated questions of law for the High Court (that is, whether the Maori Land Court had jurisdiction to determine that foreshore and seabed were Maori customary land): Ngati Apa, above n 30, at [127]. In Attorney-General v Ngati Apa (2002) 2 NZLR 661 (HC), Ellis J held in favour of the Attorney-General. This resulted to the iwi’s appeal to the Court of Appeal: Ngati Apa, above n 30, at [127].

32 Ngati Apa, above n 30, at [13].

33 New Zealand Maori Council, above n 30.

34 Examples include Oranga Tamariki Act 1989, ss 4 and 7AA; Employment Relations Act 2000, s7; and Climate Change Response Act 2002, s 3A.

35 For example, the University of Auckland Equity policy states that the University “acknowledges the distinct status of Māori as tangata whenua and is committed to partnerships that acknowledge the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi”: University of Auckland “Equity Policy” (11 December 2020) <www.auckland.ac.nz>. See generally Abby Suszko “The Contemporary Social Ramifications of the Lands Case and Their Impact on the Foreshore and Seabed Debate” (2007) 1 NZLS 235.

36 For example, the Court in New Zealand Maori Council v Attorney-General [1992] 2 NZLR 576 (CA) followed the principles established in New Zealand Maori Council, above n 30 in ascertaining whether the Crown’s restructuring of New Zealand broadcasting infringed its Treaty obligation to protect and preserve te reo Māori.


38 Court of Appeal (Civil) Rules 2005, r 48(1)(a)(ii).

39 High Court Rules 2016, r 7.43A(d) and (e).

40 Elizabeth A Sheehy and Julia Tolmie “Feminist interventions: Learning from Canada” (2019) 3 NZWLJ 201 at 206.
**General**, a case concerning an application by the New Zealand Council for Civil Liberties to intervene.\(^{41}\) The New Zealand position allows public interveners in cases, which involves legal questions on matters concerning the public interest, where the court ought to have awareness of broader implications of their ruling.\(^{42}\) It is necessary to be precise about what is meant by an issue of public importance, for the Court is cautious to permit interventions especially at appellate stages of litigation, and public interest is an important factor when considering whether to permit intervention.\(^{43}\) A court will be more willing to allow an intervening party if the issue in dispute can be said to be of the public’s interest, a matter of general principle or public policy, or the implications of the ruling would transcend the particular facts of the case.\(^{44}\) These interveners can come in any form but typically involve parties such as the Human Rights Commission, Commissioner for Children, Council for Civil Liberties, Employers Federation or the Council of Trade Unions.\(^{45}\)

Actions relating to rights under the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (NZBORA) can serve as an indication that the issue is one of public importance. For example, the Court in *Wellington City Council v Woolworths New Zealand Ltd* allowed the New Zealand Local Government Association to intervene in a judicial review proceeding regarding the legality of rating schemes passed by Wellington City.\(^{46}\) This is because “[t]he association represents the interests of local authorities throughout New Zealand” and the issue of expenditure and rating schemes concern “matters of general principle and public policy”, which are important to local authorities in the field of rating.\(^{47}\) This decision recognised that the courts may regard to wider implications outside the parties if the matters concern public interest, such as in cases raising new issues under the NZBORA.\(^{48}\)

### III Public Interest Law in Government and Community Organisations

Broadly speaking, there are three different providers of public interest law: community organisations, law firms and practitioners, and university law students and groups. We will assess each of these in turn, focusing on their organisational structure and the challenges they face when providing public interest legal services. This section considers the contributions of government and community organisations.

Community organisations play a fundamental role in providing access to justice for all New Zealanders. A 2019 report by the Te Uepū Hāpai i te Ora – Safe and Effective Justice Advisory Group highlighted that although access to justice is a fundamental right, it is unfortunately not one that is easily enjoyed by all New Zealanders.\(^{49}\) Many people in New Zealand feel that access to justice is limited to those who could comprehend the complexities of the court system and those who could afford legal representation.\(^{50}\)

---

42 Gregory D Simms “Public Interest Interveners in Appellate Litigation” (LLB(Hons) Dissertation, University of Auckland, 2005) at 3.
44 Simms, above n 42, at 8.
45 At 1–2.
46 *Wellington City Council v Woolworths New Zealand Ltd* [1996] 2 NZLR 436 (CA) at 436.
47 At 436.
48 *Drew*, above n 41, at [17].
50 At 36.
bono work can therefore be transformative and life changing for many New Zealanders.\footnote{Email from Ellie Herbert (Manager of the Rotorua District Community Law Centre) to the Equal Justice Project (Pro Bono Team) regarding the state of public interest law in Aotearoa New Zealand (16 July 2021).} Organisations such as community law centres, the Human Rights Commission and the Criminal Cases Review Commission provide public interest services in an attempt to address these issues.

A Community law centres

Community law centres (CLCs) are independent charities that provide a range of community legal services, including legal advice and representation, information, education and law reform activities.\footnote{Community Law “Am I eligible?” <https://communitylaw.org.nz>.} While CLCs receive funding from the government, they remain distinct from the public service.\footnote{Community Law “Am I eligible?”, above n 52.}

There are 24 CLCs throughout New Zealand.\footnote{Community Law “Our Law Centres” <https://communitylaw.org.nz>.} These centres are members of a national body known as Community Law Centres o Aotearoa (CLCA), which represents the interests of the CLCs and supports coordination between the centres.\footnote{Community Law “About Us” <https://communitylaw.org.nz>.} They also have 120 outreach locations attended by lawyers and caseworkers to ensure that all New Zealanders have equal access to services.\footnote{Community Law “Our Law Centres”, above n 54.} CLCs may differ vastly in systems and structures, which often reflect their particular founders.\footnote{Interview with Michael Sceats, Managing Solicitor at the Porirua and Kapiti Community Law Centre (Rosa Gavey, Equal Justice Project, 18 February 2021).}

While most CLCs have a wide client base, some are more specialised. YouthLaw provides free legal services to anyone under the age of 25.\footnote{YouthLaw “About YouthLaw” <www.youthlaw.co.nz>.} It also actively campaigns for better access to justice for young New Zealanders through their frequent submissions to Parliament.\footnote{YouthLaw “Resources” <www.youthlaw.co.nz>.}

CLCs provide their services for free and are equipped to help with all kinds of legal problems, barring issues concerned with increasing personal wealth such as wills, trusts, property, business, employer or landlord disputes.\footnote{Community Law “Am I eligible?”, above n 52.} Their online resources and community workshops are available to all New Zealanders.\footnote{See Community Law “Law Manual” <https://communitylaw.org.nz>.}

If the legal problem cannot be resolved via one-on-one consultations, free legal representation may be available.\footnote{Community Law “Am I eligible?”, above n 52.} This depends on whether the case is eligible and whether there are adequate resources.\footnote{Community Law “Am I eligible?”, above n 52.} Eligibility depends on whether a person’s
circumstances are deemed sufficiently serious, such as the “loss of income, loss of housing, harm in the home or community or a serious social justice issue”.65

Two CLCs have established further outreach initiatives. In 2017, the Community Legal Services South Trust—the CLC for South Auckland and Franklin—introduced a community mediation services pilot to help individuals resolve civil disputes.66 In 2018, the Auckland CLC introduced the “Litigant in Person” service, which matches lay litigants with senior practitioners who could provide guidance and advice on their case.67

Volunteering at CLCs is one way that lawyers in New Zealand could contribute to public interest law. CLCA currently has more than 1,200 volunteer lawyers.68 Some CLCs have strong and established ties to law firms, who formally assist CLCs by supplying junior solicitors as volunteers on a regular weekly or fortnightly basis.69 Other CLCs consider themselves as fully functioning law firms and do not usually work with law firms.70 These differing practices may depend on the size and location of the CLC. The former General Manager of the Auckland CLC, Darryn Aitchison, stated that formal structures work better when lawyers volunteer at CLC—ad hoc relationships often come at a cost to the CLC as training is required.71

A lack of funding and resources is a significant limitation to CLCs’ ability to provide legal assistance for those who need support.72 A lack of financial resources has meant that CLCs are often not able to offer competitive salaries, thereby struggling to attract quality staff.73 As a result, many lawyers only stay at CLCs for a few years, creating problems with consistency and accumulated knowledge.74 In 2011, the National Government announced a funding freeze for CLCs.75 Due to funding cuts, CLCs struggled to keep up with demand.76 This freeze ended in May 2018 with a $2.2 million boost in funding.77 Budget 2020 provided an additional $7.7 million (to be distributed over four years) to improve the services offered by CLCs, establish a new case management system for all 24 CLCs and a pro bono clearinghouse, and provide better wages for staff.78

While the funding freeze significantly impaired the CLCA’s ability to acquire more resources and improve their services, it continues to face resource limitations. A 2019 report revealed that while approximately 170,000 people within the lowest income group

65 Community Law “Am I eligible?”, above n 52.
66 Dew, Foote and Schumacher, above n 19, at [2.8]-[2.9].
67 See Darryn Aitchison “Pro Bono – Unlocking Potential in New Zealand” At The Bar (online ed, Auckland, April 2019) at 9; and Dew, Foote and Schumacher, above n 19, at [2.8] and [2.10].
69 Interview with Darryn Aitchison, former General Manager of the Auckland Community Law Centre and current Director of Te Ara Ture: New Zealand’s Pro Bono Clearinghouse (Fiona Wu, Equal Justice Project, 16 December 2020).
70 Interview with Michael Sceats, above n 57.
71 Interview with Darryn Aitchison, above n 69.
72 Interview with Ellie Herbert, Manager of the Rotorua District Community Law Centre (Iutita Evans, Equal Justice Project, 5 March 2021).
73 Interview with Michael Sceats, above n 57.
74 Interview with Michael Sceats, above n 57.
78 New Zealand Law Society “Funding for pro bono clearing house will establish a first for New Zealand” (19 May 2020) <www.lawsociety.org.nz>.
needed legal support, only 50,000 were attended to by CLCs due to resource constraints.\(^79\) There is hope that the recent funding boosts and the new pro bono clearinghouse—a tool to match lawyers offering pro bono services with clients in need of representation\(^80\)—will allow the CLCA to reach more people in need. The New Zealand Bar Association notes that it is vital these initiatives are implemented swiftly as the demand for legal services will likely grow as a result of COVID-19.\(^81\) On August 2020, CLCs received an additional $3.5 million funding for the next three financial years to meet the increased need for legal services because of COVID-19.\(^82\)

B Citizens Advice Bureau

The Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) is an independent community organisation. It aims to promote awareness of the legal rights, responsibilities and services available to individuals.\(^83\) Members of the public can receive free legal advice with no appointment needed.\(^84\)

CAB relies heavily on volunteers to deliver its services, with over 2,500 volunteers supporting over 80 sites across the country.\(^85\) CAB volunteers come from all walks of life and there is no requirement as to their age, qualifications or expertise.\(^86\) They are supported by paid managers and coordinators of local CABs, as well as other paid staff.\(^87\)

CABs focus on helping individuals understand their rights and obligations which are likely to arise from ordinary, everyday situations—for instance with respect to consumer rights, tenancy disputes and immigration issues,\(^88\) as opposed to advising on specialist, labyrinthine areas of law, such as litigation or company law. Between March and May 2021, CAB’s top three areas of inquiry are residential tenancies, the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 and employment issues.\(^89\) It also assists the public by publishing over 2,750 answers to frequently asked questions about rights and obligations.\(^90\) Unlike CLCs, the focal point of CABs is not only to provide legal assistance, but also to connect people with community services they need and provide advice on non-legal matters such as welfare assistance, budgeting and job seeking.\(^91\) CABs also refer more complex legal inquiries to CLCs.\(^92\)

---

80 New Zealand Law Society “Funding for pro bono clearing house will establish a first for New Zealand”, above n 78.
81 Craig Stephen “Pro bono clearing house: It may make a difference, but is it the answer?” (2020) 941 LawTalk 20 at 20–21.
82 Andrew Little “Funding boost for Community Law Centres” (press release, 5 August 2020).
84 Citizens Advice Bureau “What we do”, above n 83.
86 Citizens Advice Bureau “Volunteer for CAB”, above n 85.
88 At 7.
89 Citizens Advice Bureau “Pānui” (June 2021), which is an online newsletter; Citizens Advice Bureau “About us – Mō tātou” (23 February 2021) <www.cab.org.nz>.
92 Citizens Advice Bureau “Where can I get legal advice if I can’t afford a lawyer?”, above n 91.
As locally-run services, CABs are mostly funded by grants from their local Councils, with some additional funding from the Ministry of Social Development, operating revenue, and donations. However, the level of funding varies across different years and a lack of reliable, long-term funding is a significant challenge. Each year, CAB needs to source around $350,000 to maintain its operations. CAB stated in its 2020 Annual Report that central government agencies have not made a commitment to provide sustainable funding, which means CABs are left uncertain with regard to its financial position in the future.

C. Human Rights Commission

The Human Rights Commission (HRC) was established in 1977 and operates under the Human Rights Act 1993. It provides a public interest service by offering legal representation for some litigants challenging human rights breaches. The service is free and offers support to enquiries and complaints to those who believe that their human rights have not been upheld. Unlawful discrimination complaints can be made on a number of grounds such as sex, marital status, ethnicity, religious belief, age and family status. The two main functions of the HRC are:

(a) to provide information to members of the public who have questions about discrimination; and
(b) to facilitate the resolution of disputes about compliance with Part 1A or Part 2, by the parties concerned, in the most efficient, informal, and cost-effective manner possible.

The HRC can resolve disputes where alleged unlawful discrimination has occurred. An individual who believes that she or he has been unlawfully discriminated against may submit a complaint to the HRC. If the HRC is satisfied that a human rights breach has been established, it may assist the complainant in a dispute resolution process or may take further legal action where necessary. If the complaint cannot be handled by the HRC, it can be taken to the Human Rights Review Tribunal.

In addition to assisting complainants directly, the HRC also takes on the separate role of intervening in cases of public interest that are being heard by the court. The HRC does this to advocate for human rights. In 2018 and 2019, the HRC intervened on six cases, including Attorney-General v Taylor, where the Supreme Court confirmed that “higher
courts have the jurisdiction to issue a declaration of inconsistency in respect of statutes that breach the New Zealand Bill of Rights.”

D Criminal Cases Review Commission

The Criminal Cases Review Commission (CCRC) is an independent Crown entity established on 1 July 2020 through the Criminal Cases Review Commission Act 2019. Anyone who believes they have suffered a miscarriage of justice over their conviction or sentence can apply to the CCRC for an independent review of their case. After assessing an application, the CCRC has authority to refer the case back to the appeal court. While any person in New Zealand can appeal their sentence or conviction, the CCRC has the power to refer cases where the rights to appeal have previously been extinguished. When determining whether to refer a conviction or sentence, the CCRC must consider whether the rights of appeal have been exercised, whether fresh evidence is present, and the prospects of a successful appeal.

Before the establishment of the CCRC, the power to review cases on the basis of alleged miscarriage of justice rested only with the Governor-General. The CCRC was established to ensure that individuals from all socio-economic backgrounds and ethnicities are encouraged to advocate for their own miscarriages of justice in an entity independent from the government. Previously, community pro bono organisations such as the Innocence Project New Zealand (IPNZ) and the New Zealand Public Interest Project (NZPIP) attempted to address these issues.

IPNZ was established in 2007 at the Victoria University of Wellington, which was later moved to the University of Otago. An applicant who wishes to have her or his case reviewed must have appealed her or his conviction and maintained factual innocence. The investigations were mainly conducted by student volunteers, however academics would provide their expertise pro bono. If evidence was uncovered that pointed to the person’s innocence, a submission would be made to petition the Governor-General to exercise her or his royal prerogative of mercy. In successful cases, this would result in either a pardon being granted, a reduced sentenced or a referral back to the courts for reconsideration. IPNZ appears to have been dormant for some time.

111 Criminal Cases Review Commission Act, s 11.
112 Criminal Cases Review Commission, above n 110.
113 Criminal Cases Review Commission Act, s 17.
114 Criminal Cases Review Commission, above n 110.
115 Criminal Cases Review Commission, above n 110.
116 Criminal Cases Review Commission, above n 110.
118 Bruce Munro “Proving innocence” Otago Daily Times (online ed, Dunedin, 9 June 2015).
119 Munro, above n 118.
120 Gilbert, above n 117, at 292.
121 Munro, above n 118.
122 Gilbert, above n 117, at 293.
NZPIP was set up in 2015 by legal practitioners and academics. However, it is unclear whether these initiatives remain active. Like IPNZ, NZPIP conducted investigations into criminal convictions and sentences to assess whether a miscarriage of justice had taken place. In circumstances where a miscarriage of justice seemed to have occurred, the panel would make an application on the individual’s behalf to the appeal courts.

The introduction of a formal CCRC with statutory powers removes the need for community organisations such as the New Zealand Innocence Project and the NZPIP. Any decisions by the CCRC about whether or not to refer a case to an appeal court has to be made publicly available. As of yet, no information has been made publicly available as to whether the CCRC has reviewed or referred any convictions or sentences.

IV Public Interest Law in New Zealand Law Firms

This Part provides an overview of the public interest legal work conducted by New Zealand law firms, seeking to identify the structure of pro bono programmes across New Zealand firms and reflect on the associated challenges to providing pro bono services. Research displayed in this Part is largely restricted to work carried out by law firms, but also acknowledges the significant contributions from practitioners in their individual capacity.

This Part draws heavily upon information gathered through our interviews with 10 law firms. We invited most large to mid-size New Zealand law firms to participate; however, we were only able to speak with firms that responded to our interview request. Our findings are, therefore, by no means a conclusive survey of all public interest work undertaken by law firms (or practitioners) in New Zealand.

A Current approach of New Zealand law firms

A significant proportion of New Zealand law firms have some form of pro bono practice, however the degree of involvement and the way these projects are sought out varies across firms. There is no structured approach to public interest legal work that is consistent across the board with New Zealand firms. As such, the challenges faced by law firms in engaging in pro bono work differ across firms in New Zealand.

1. Pro bono committees

Some firms have a dedicated pro bono committee that assesses potential cases against specified criteria. Dentons Kensington Swan is one example of this. Its pro bono clients largely come through one of two venues: off-street inquiries and referrals by staff. All such
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requests and referrals progress to Dentons Kensington Swan’s Pro Bono Committee, which comprises one partner and one solicitor from each of its Auckland and Wellington offices. The Committee then reviews the request, taking into consideration the type and extent of financial support required, the type of organisation, whether there is a genuine need and whether it fits into the firm’s framework for pro bono work. Minter EllisonRuddWatts also has a partnership committee (with staff representatives) that oversees the firm’s overall pro bono commitment. The commitment has several limbs, including pro bono legal work, community contribution, and philanthropic spend.

The practice of using a designated committee to manage pro bono work across the firm is also used by Russell McVeagh and Bell Gully. The latter has had a formalised programme since 2009 and releases a Pro Bono and Community Report each year that specifies the annual pro bono contributions made by the firm. Bell Gully’s Pro Bono and Community Committee is made up of four partners and three senior associates, and the Programme is managed by a Pro Bono and Community Programme Manager. All pro bono work Bell Gully accepts fall into three distinct categories:

- Free, for clients who would otherwise be denied access to justice because they have no means to pay for it.
- Free or heavily discounted, for non-government and charitable organisations with funding and other support from third parties.
- Free or heavily discounted, for limited art, culture, heritage, sports and recreation groups who merit pro bono support.

A similarly structured approach is taken at DLA Piper. They only take pro bono work that aligns with the firm’s global vision and falls under the three umbrella categories: access to justice, climate justice, and gender-based violence. The firm also has a specific and broad definition of pro bono work, which includes services that support or enhance access to justice for disadvantage persons and assistance to cases that raise issues of wider public interest.

A rationale behind this definition is so that free legal work for friends would not be classified as part of the wider firms’ pro bono work. Emphasis is instead placed on supporting organisations or individuals who have a true need. This approach of having
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a specific definition for pro bono to guide which entities the firm supports through pro bono has also been taken by other New Zealand firms.\textsuperscript{141}

(2) Pro bono partners

As opposed to a formal pro bono committee, Simpson Grierson has established a dedicated pro bono partner position.\textsuperscript{142} The pro bono partner role is designed to perform all the functions of a pro bono committee. DLA Piper also have roles such as Pro Bono Partner, Pro Bono Director and Pro Bono Manager who oversee or manage the pro bono practice such as approving applications to undertake pro bono work.\textsuperscript{143} Most lawyers at DLA Piper are involved with their pro bono practice in some capacity.\textsuperscript{144}

(3) Connections to community law centres

It seems to be standard practice among law firms to accept pro bono referrals from CLCs. Simpson Grierson takes no direct referrals; instead, it accepts referrals from CLCs.\textsuperscript{145} This is part of its approach to establish clear parameters around the number of pro bono cases it is capable of accepting.\textsuperscript{146} Bell Gully, Chapman Tripp, DLA Piper, MinterEllisonRuddWatts and Russell McVeagh also accept pro bono referrals from Community Law.\textsuperscript{147}

Additionally, many law firms supply their lawyers to CLCs on a volunteer basis, including Buddle Findlay, DLA Piper, John Miller Law, MinterEllisonRuddWatts, Russell McVeagh and Thomas Dewar Sziranyi Letts.\textsuperscript{148} As an example, Bell Gully seconds one lawyer to two Auckland-based CLCs each week and supports a CLC in Wellington with a secondment programme.\textsuperscript{149} Some CLCs take on an administrative role in connecting law firms and potential clients in need. By doing so, the CLCs effectively complete the initial assessment stage by assessing the client’s needs and suitability.\textsuperscript{150} CLCs can be viewed as great places for young lawyers to build experience and expertise in public interest law.\textsuperscript{151} Volunteering at CLCs is one form of public interest legal work where the positive impact for clients is seen relatively quickly, which is both gratifying and motivating for volunteer lawyers.\textsuperscript{152}

(4) Case-by-case approaches

While many firms take a structured approach to assessing potential pro bono projects or clients, it is not unusual for other firms to have a less formalised approach and make
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determinations on case-by-case basis. In these cases, the public interest legal work that the firms take on may come through a personal connection to the firm or via lawyers in the community.\textsuperscript{153}

Duncan Cotterill’s approach is based largely on personal contacts and referrals, with major projects running through a partner.\textsuperscript{154} Pro bono resources are frequently directed to local need, including challenging the demolition of Christchurch Cathedral, the aftermath of the mosque attacks and litigation around a predator-free sanctuary in Nelson.\textsuperscript{155} It also provides services to a number of smaller charitable organisations for specific projects.\textsuperscript{156}

Intellectual property firm AJ Park has provided pro bono advice to charities—namely, Little Sprouts and Wāhine Connect—but do not have an established firm-wide programme or policy for this line of work.\textsuperscript{157} Instead, AJ Park’s pro bono projects generally arise from existing contacts and referrals that come through its partners or principals and they have no formal criteria when determining whether they take a pro bono case.\textsuperscript{158}

A similar approach is adopted by Lane Neave and Kahui Legal. Both firms have strong ties with their communities and consider, on a case-by-case basis, whether their expertise places them in the best position to deliver impact on a pro bono project. For instance, Kahui Legal’s specialisation in Māori legal issues, Treaty settlements, resource management and criminal cases is well-known and consequently most of its referrals for pro bono assistance come from the local Māori community (through firm partners) or sometimes these are past clients or connections to past clients.\textsuperscript{159}

Similarly, Lane Neave has a strong immigration focus and presence in Christchurch. This led them to dedicate pro bono resources in the aftermath of the Christchurch mosque shootings, particularly in expediting the travel of affected families to New Zealand. Lane Neave also assisted individuals affected by the Christchurch earthquakes and maintains pro bono connections with local not-for-profits including the Emergency Care Foundation, a research entity affiliated with Christchurch Hospital.\textsuperscript{160}

At Meredith Connell, all enquiries about potential pro bono clients are directed to Managing Partner Steve Haszard. Most enquiries come from individual partners who consider it might be appropriate to undertake a case on a pro bono basis or on a discounted fee. While the firm has no formal criteria, Haszard says he considers the nature of the case, the means of the client, and, if the client is an organisation (as opposed to an individual), whether its values align with those of Meredith Connell. As the firm holds the Auckland Crown warrant, it is particularly keen to dedicate pro bono resources to salient
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political and public interest cases, for instance it assisted The Spinoff during the 2020 election season around legalities of conveying electoral information to its readers.\footnote{161}

These examples reflect the diverse approaches taken to pro bono work by New Zealand firms. There exists no apparent unanimous approach or structure to public interest legal work undertaken by New Zealand law firms. It remains unclear whether public interest work at most law firms is driven by a firm wide policy or individual lawyers within the firm. This raises a potential challenge: if existing staff leave a firm, the momentum of its pro bono work could be affected.

B Interest-based legal projects

Aside from the work of (commercial) law firms, panels of lawyers have been established in order to aid advocacy in particular interest areas. We will consider three examples: the SPCA Pro Bono Panel, the Lawyers for Climate Action NZ Inc and the Mothers Project.

(1) SPCA pro bono panel

Anita Killeen is a lawyer from Quay Chambers who established the SPCA Auckland Pro Bono Panel of Prosecutors.\footnote{162} This project was generated by virtue of Killeen’s involvement as the Director of the Board of the SPCA Auckland.\footnote{163} The Pro Bono Panel is a collection of 40 lawyers with the purpose of ensuring animal cruelty offenders are brought to justice, as well as providing greater deterrence to future offenders.\footnote{164} The Panel has been in operation for more than 10 years, with involvement in prosecuting individuals for neglect, cruelty, torture and malnourishment of animals.\footnote{165}

A further objective of the Panel has been striving for harsher penalties for animal cruelty charges. Killeen was involved in the reform of the Animal Welfare Act 1999, which “increase[ed] the maximum sentence for wilful ill-treatment of an animal from three to five years’ imprisonment” and doubled an individual’s maximum fine to $100,000 and $500,000 for a company.\footnote{166} The panel also receives support from Auckland firm Kayes Fletcher Walker, which provides legal opinions and, on occasion, lawyers to assist panel members on cases.\footnote{167}

(2) Lawyers for Climate Action NZ Inc

Lawyers for Climate Action NZ Inc (LCANZI) is a not-for-profit incorporated society and is made up of a collection of lawyers from a range of practice areas.\footnote{168} The unifying goal of the organisation is the belief that New Zealand “can and should do more in the global fight against climate change.”\footnote{169} More specifically, LCANZI advocates for:\footnote{170}
New Zealand [to meet] its obligations under the Paris Agreement ... in a way that is evidence-based, effective, and consistent with the rule of law, Te Tiriti o Waitangi, international law, and with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act.

LCANZI has a panel of lawyers available (on a pro bono or reduced fee basis) to assist individuals or community groups to take legal climate action and address the threat of climate change. For example, on 2 July 2021 LCANZI “filed High Court proceedings seeking judicial review of the Climate Change Commission’s advice to [sic] the Minister for Climate Change”. LCANZI alleged “that the Commission’s advice [did] not comply with the Climate Change Response Act 2002 or with Aotearoa New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement”.

(3) Mothers Project

The Mothers Project is a charitable trust that was established in 2015. The aim of the Project is to connect volunteer female lawyers with imprisoned mothers. These lawyers assist incarcerated mothers “to try and maintain critical family ties and attachment while the mothers are separated from their children”. The Mothers Project emphasises that “[j]ust because a mother has committed a crime, doesn’t mean she’s not a good mother.” Lawyers involved in the Project regularly visit women’s prisons to help imprisoned mothers understand their children’s whereabouts and care arrangements, keep in touch with their children, and preserve their legal rights in respect of their children.

Over 100 lawyers have been involved with the Project since it started six years ago. These lawyers come from a range of in-house positions and law firms including Duncan Cotterill and MinterEllisonRuddWatts. Stacey Shortall, a partner at MinterEllisonRuddWatts and founding trustee of the Mothers Project, states that the Project is a rare example of collaboration across the profession to improve access to justice for some of Aotearoa New Zealand’s most vulnerable women in prison.

C Challenges for law firms

A number of firms raised similar challenges in undertaking pro bono work, including the potential of a floodgates effect (where the firm is inundated with more pro bono clients than it can manage), the need to proactively ensure its staff are not disadvantaged by undertaking pro bono instead of billable work, and the management of conflicts of
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interest. However, most firms remain optimistic that these challenges have relatively simple solutions. For instance, robust recording of hours employees spend on pro bono work, limiting pro bono referrals from trusted sources, establishing clear parameters, and maintaining quality control and conflict of interest checks mitigate or resolve these challenges.

Some firms, which are more specialised, raised the concern that their expertise does not always align with the needs of clients who require pro bono assistance the most. Multiple firms recognised the lack of indemnity insurance as a serious obstacle for lawyers acting outside their employment to undertake pro bono work.

A challenging issue, which may have no easy solution, is the difficulty for law firms to provide pro bono work for cases undergoing litigation. This is because the length and costs of litigation proceedings are often unpredictable, which means a significant portion of a firm’s pro bono budget can be consumed quickly. At the same time, it is also unethical to cease acting for a client during a litigation.

Some law firms find that reduced or partial payment arrangements work better when providing public interest legal services because they find that without a certain level of economic incentive, pro bono clients can utilise much more time than a fee paying client. A partial fee arrangement (such as five percent of the actual cost of the services provided) can address this. As previously mentioned, pro bono work does not necessarily mean free legal services, as low bono work may also be captured under this definition if it meets the other requirements of public interest law.

D Analysis of law firms’ contributions to public interest law

Our research suggests that when law firms undertake pro bono legal work, they mainly do so for charitable organisations and trusts as opposed to individuals. Some of these organisations include the Breast Cancer Foundation New Zealand, Transport for Disabled Trust, and the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra. When law firms take on individual public interest cases, these are usually referred to them from CLCs or involve high-profile public interest legal issues. For example, Russell McVeagh provided pro bono
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assistance to Lecretia Seales in litigation under the NZBORA on assisted dying. However, Dr Bridgette Toy-Cronin notes that “pro bono is often done in New Zealand based on relationships” and law firms receive pro bono referrals through personal connections.

Ellie Herbert, the Manager of Rotorua District CLC, suggests that some law firms are interested in “sexy” public interest law cases. In her experience the more meritorious the matter looks, the more interested law firms become in being involved. These types of cases provide “good marketing” for the law firms. The Criminal Bar Association President Len Andersen suggests that it suits law firms to do “pro bono work because it is something they can trumpet about what good corporate citizens they are”. These suggestions help explain the “collateral purpose” of law firms’ involvement with public interest legal work.

While this section has primarily looked at the public interest law contributions of law firms, we recognise that many other lawyers (including barristers and those employed at smaller firms) also make significant contributions to the provision of public interest law. Tiana Epati, the President of the NZLS, states that in her experience pro bono work “is largely worn by lawyers who already are stretched by the restrictions of legal aid”.

V Public Interest Law in Universities

There are various ways in which students can contribute to public interest legal work in New Zealand. This Part will consider two specific groupings, namely student-led public interest initiatives and university law courses that have public interest components.

A Student-led public interest initiatives

The following student-led public interest law initiatives will be examined and compared: the Equal Justice Project (EJP) from the University of Auckland; the Wellington Community Justice Project (WCJP) from the Victoria University of Wellington; and the Law for Change branches from the University of Canterbury (Law for Change UC) and the University of Otago (Law for Change Otago).

(1) Equal Justice Project

Established in 2005, EJP is a non-partisan pro bono charity led by students at the University of Auckland’s Law School with the aim of promoting social equality, inclusivity, and access to justice. EJP has approximately 100 student volunteers across five teams: Access; Advocacy; Communications; Community; and Pro Bono. The organisation is led by an Executive comprising two directors and two managers per team. The EJP Executive is
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guided by the EJP Advisory Board, which is made up of legal practitioners and legal academics whose work contributes to the promotion of equal justice.

EJP’s Access Team organises presentations in high schools and symposia or panel discussions in universities with the aim of raising awareness and facilitating the discussion in communities about pressing social and legal issues. Their past workshops and panel discussions have covered topics such as restorative justice, the Zero Carbon Bill and modern slavery.

EJP’s Advocacy Team collaborates with various practitioners, interest groups and community groups to advocate for change in two key areas: refugee rights and climate change. The Advocacy Team works with the Waitematā Low Carbon Network to advocate for climate action at Auckland Council meetings and at meetings of various Council controlled organisations. The Advocacy Team also produced a guide for peaceful protesting and police rights in 2020 at the height of the Black Lives Matter movement.

EJP’s Community Team provides support to CLCs “by interviewing clients, writing case files, drafting letters and providing the public with information”. The CLCs they work with include Auckland Community Law Centre, Waitematā Community Law Centre, Māngere Community Law Centre and Shakti Legal Centre.

EJP’s Communications Team aims “to broaden EJP’s audience and raise awareness of justice issues within the legal and wider community” by publishing articles on legal and political issues on their website, social media platforms, and external publications on campus and in the legal community. Their articles have been re-published by other like-minded organisations and referenced in other articles and research. The Communications Team also makes bill submissions—including oral submissions—to Parliament’s Select Committee. Recent examples of submissions include the COVID-19 Public Health Response Act 2020, the Electoral (Registration of Sentenced Prisoners) Amendment Bill, and the Abortion Legislation Bill.

EJP’s Pro Bono Team promotes human rights and access to justice by providing research assistance to legal practitioners, academics and community groups that share the same goals of promoting equality, inclusivity and respect for human dignity. This usually involves writing articles, preparing submissions, and conducting research into legal
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issues that are affecting the community. For example, the Pro Bono Team “provided research assistance to VOYCE-Whakarongo Mai on the support and services available to young people with care experiences”. This contributed to VOYCE’s “advocacy with the UN Special Rapporteur for Adequate Housing ... [on the] precarious housing options for young people transitioning out of care.” Another notable recent project is the legal research done for the “Save Our Unique Landscape” campaign at Ihumātuo. Their legal research and analytical assistance contributed towards the protection of the rights of mana whenua from the acquisition and intended development of Ihumātuo by Fletcher Building Ltd.

The Pro Bono team acquires research projects through two main means. The Pro Bono managers reached out to aligned community groups and legal academics with the offer of legal research assistance or the managers are contacted directly by groups (either because they have been referred by someone else in the community or because they have found their contact details on the EJP website).

(2) Wellington Community Justice Project

The WCJP is a student-led charity at Victoria University of Wellington’s Law School that aims to improve access to justice and to develop the legal skills of their volunteers. In 2011, they became a registered incorporated society and was granted charity status in 2012. Unlike EJP, WCJP is sponsored by a particular firm—Buddle Findlay—which helps with implementing their projects and hosting events. Led by sixteen students of their Executive Team, WCJP consists of four teams: Advocacy; Education; Human Rights; and Law Reform.

WCJP’s Advocacy Team aims “to support, advise and advocate for vulnerable people in the community”. The WCJP Advocacy Team’s projects closely align with that of the EJP Community Team as they provide support to vulnerable individuals of specific institutions. For instance, its Welfare Advocacy project involves supporting people in the Wellington District Court to access community services and resources, and they provide support to the Howard League Prisoner Support by reading and responding to prisoners’ requests for assistance.

WCJP’s Education Team, like EJP’s Access Team, aims to teach young people and members of the community about the law and their legal rights. It works with outside organisations. For example, its Rights Education Project involves working with Community Law Wellington to deliver modules on law and legal rights, and their Know Your Rights
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project is an initiative in collaboration with the Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association to inform students of their rights.229

WCJP’s Human Rights Team shares EJP’s Advocacy and Pro Bono teams’ aim of upholding human rights at a local and international level.230 WCJP’s Human Rights Team, similar to EJP’s Advocacy team, advocates for the rights of asylum seekers and refugees through their Rights Information Sessions, Asylum Seeker Equality Project and UN Letter Writing Project.231

WCJP’s Law Reform Team aims to ensure legislative changes and policy developments in New Zealand reflect the view of the wider community.232 However, WCJP’s Law Reform Team differs from EJP’s Communications Team because, in addition to research and submissions to Select Committees or Law Commission, they collaborate with outside organisations on pressing for legislation reform in relation to specific rights. For example, they have worked with Adoption Action Inc for adoption-related legislation reform, and they collaborated with the New Zealand Animal Law Association and SAFE for changes in animal rights legislation.233 The Law Reform Team also focuses on informing the wider community on salient issues of law through publications in The Hive magazine.234

(3) Law for Change

Law for Change is a not-for-profit organisation “dedicated to providing law students across the country with a space for them to pursue public interest law”.235 There are two branches of Law for Change: one at the University of Canterbury and the other at the University of Otago.236

Law for Change UC is run by a team of 12 students and volunteering with the club is available for all students—not just those studying law.237 It has three interconnected aims of providing benefits for the student volunteer, the community and the legal profession. It is sponsored by Community Law Canterbury, Chapman Tripp, Anthony Harper and UC Business and Law.238 Law for Change UC has three notable projects. First, the Prison Education Project provides volunteers with the opportunity to present informative seminars on topics such as “employment, tenancy, family law, wellbeing, money, protection orders and harassment” to the youth unit in a Christchurch prison.239 Second, Law for Change UC promotes differing volunteering opportunities at the CLC and acts as the middleperson for their application process.240 Third, Law for Change UC hosts events from large panel discussion to workshops, for example a Sexual Violence (Legislation) Bill Panel Discussion.241

Law for Change Otago is run by a team of 11 students and its aim is to “amplify the voices of those less likely to be heard and challenge the injustices that underpin, and are
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perpetuated by, our current system.”²⁴² It “engages in public interest law by running events, facilitating and participating in kōrero and hosting volunteer programmes”.²⁴³ One of their projects involves 25 law students volunteering at the Otago Corrections Facility and providing rehabilitative programmes such as creative writing and art classes.²⁴⁴ Law for Change Otago also runs events throughout the year and past events include “Justice is Served” in collaboration with JustSpeak and a workshop called “A New Justice: Students Against Armed Police”.²⁴⁵

B University law courses with public interest law components

Out of the six New Zealand law schools, it appears that only three currently offer courses with significant pro bono components. These three institutions are the University of Auckland,²⁴⁶ the Auckland University of Technology,²⁴⁷ and the University of Canterbury.²⁴⁸ Pro bono components in this context refers to the direct (unpaid) contribution of students in the community towards public interest efforts. It does not refer to purely theoretical teachings of pro bono principles in the classroom. Ellie Herbert encourages students to be bold when imagining solutions to public interest law issues and strongly supports incorporating such work into university courses.²⁴⁹

(1) University of Auckland


LAWGENRL 405 and LAWGENRL 447 are ran similarly, with each requiring a certain number of hours (150 and 75 hours respectively) of supervised unpaid work in an approved non-profit or government entity.²⁵⁰ At the end of this work, students write a report (5,000 and 10,000 words respectively) that serves as a reflection of their experiences with their chosen organisation. LAWGENRL 405 and LAWGENRL 447 are overseen by the Student Engagement and Development Manager who is Auckland Law School’s primary liaison with external organisations.

On the other hand, LAWPUBL 461 is “a ‘design thinking’-style clinical legal education course with a focus on Māori in the family law system.”²⁵¹ Students work directly with family law practitioners to gain insight into the current family law system in New Zealand.
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co-design potential solutions. In a previous iteration of this course (Human Rights Theory and its Application), students worked with the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and conducted research for the urgent inquiry by the Waitangi Tribunal into the voting rights of Māori prisoners. LAWUBL 461 is coordinated by a member of the Indigenous Rights Impact Programme (alternatively, the Indigenous Impact Programme) which is offered by the Aotearoa New Zealand Centre for Indigenous People and the Law based in the Faculty of Law at the University of Auckland.

LAWUBL 470 is an all-year course split into three sections: Law, Policy and Action. Under the Action component, students participate in clinical work by “writing submissions and acting as advocates for social security claimants who are seeking to challenge Ministry of Social Development decisions”. This work is supervised by a lecturer (Associate Professor Hanna Wilberg) or one of the Auckland CLCs. As part of this course, students gain practical experience of “legal ethics, client communications (especially with clients whose life experience may be very different from [the students]), interviewing and advocacy”.

(2) Auckland University of Technology

Auckland University of Technology offers one relevant course, LAWS 776 Clinical Legal Education. Students enrolled in this course volunteer at a community or government organisation and write a report based on their experiences.

(3) University of Canterbury

The University of Canterbury provides one course with a pro bono focus, LAWS 386 Clinical Legal Studies. Assessment for this course is diverse, with five components of roughly equal weighting. These include writing a letter of demand, a take-home statutes test, client interviewing, and a legal opinion. There is a strong combination of theoretical and experiential learning in this course. Throughout the course students are partnered with pro bono lawyers and CLCs, working through the entire pro bono process from interviewing clients and conducting legal research to eventually providing the client with legal advice.

The University of Canterbury has a dedicated director of Clinical Legal Studies, Robin Palmer, who oversees the LAWS 386 course, and holds a background and interest in legal education reform and improving access to justice. In 2015, the then Canterbury
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University Law School Dean Dr Chris Gallavin introduced a requirement for law students to undertake a minimum of 100 pro bono hours over the course of their degree.266 However, it does not seem that this initiative continues to operate at the University.

C. Challenges for student-led initiatives and university courses

Student-led public interest law initiatives and university courses with public interest components face various challenges. The longevity of these programmes is difficult to maintain as they are often reliant on a few dedicated students or lecturers to maintain momentum. Students come and go, making it difficult to ensure consistency with approaches and overarching intentions, as well as maintain necessary connections in the legal profession. However, EJP has been operating in various forms for over 15 years and exemplifies that these student-led initiatives can survive—and even thrive—under the right circumstances. This includes where there is a consistent level of student interest in volunteering, continuity and good handover processes at the leadership level and proactive nurturing of professional relationships with legal practitioners, for instance through symposia, annual dinners and other social events.

More practically, these initiatives are both reliant on student work. An obvious drawback from this is that students are unable to provide legal advice to clients directly as they are not admitted barristers and solicitors of the High Court. This limits the legal services students can provide and necessitates a legal academic or practitioner to supervise all work conducted.

Further, some CLCs have found it hard to attract student volunteers because of their location and distance from main city centres and law schools.267 This means that there are areas of the country in which these types of student programmes do not help in addressing issues of access to justice. For example, Mr Sceats finds that most law students from the Victoria University of Wellington volunteer at the Wellington CLC as opposed to their local CLCs.268 Therefore, these types of initiatives can only be one piece of the puzzle in tackling wider public interest legal problems.

Lastly, the time and dedication students put into these initiatives come at a cost and most volunteers are in a privileged position to be able to volunteer a significant amount of their time for free. Therefore, these pro bono initiatives and courses at universities may exclude a proportion of the law student population who may not be able to afford to commit so much time without (immediate) financial returns.

VI. Future of Public Interest Law

For our legal system to operate effectively, access to justice must be ensured and issues of public interest must be furthered. The legal profession needs to do more to ensure adequate legal advice and representation is provided to all New Zealanders in need. Currently, public interest legal services are provided on an ad hoc basis in different parts of the country. Although these initiatives are integral to the successful operation of our legal system, they are currently failing to meet the need for pro bono legal services.269 We
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suggest that a formal centralised approach to public interest legal work is required in New Zealand.

We advocate for a series of changes that may collectively transform the landscape of public interest law in New Zealand. Although structural and legislative change will go a long way towards furthering public interest law and its objectives, action could be taken at the law society and university levels for more immediate effects.

Potential future avenues for change in the arena of public interest law will be discussed in the following sections.

A Greater recognition of public interest law

The first avenue to better incentivise the practice of pro bono and public interest law is to better recognise excellence among the lawyers contributing to good practice of the profession in this way. Kayla Stewart and others propose that this could be accomplished through the introduction of Law Society awards for contribution to these areas as well as media recognition.270 Not only would this motivate those lawyers seeking awards to perform this work, but it would also assist in cementing the standard among members of the profession that pro bono and public interest law are an expected part of legal practice in New Zealand.

B Legislative change

There is currently no legal obligation for New Zealand lawyers to provide pro bono services.271 However, s 9 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006 holds that an employed lawyer is guilty of misconduct if they are carrying out legal work external to his or her employment (unless the services are provided through a CLC or CAB).272 This means that employed lawyers would be acting in breach of their professional obligations if they were to provide public interest legal service on their own account.

The Lawyers and Conveyancers (Employed Lawyers Providing Free Legal Services) Amendment Bill is currently before Parliament and would remedy this situation by allowing an employed lawyer (with the permission of their employer) to do free legal work outside her or his employment.273 If passed, this Bill would enable lawyers to improve access to justice for clients in need by providing financially accessible legal help. This, however, would not resolve the issue that lawyers undertaking work in this capacity would have no form of professional indemnity insurance behind them, which is arguably a powerful deterrent against conducting pro bono work.274

Another legislative change that may be considered is the introduction of national targets for public interest legal work by the NZLS. In Australia, where pro bono practice is an established part of law firm culture, there are clear expectations that lawyers would spend a certain amount of time (often five per cent) on pro bono work.275 Australia also
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has a National Pro Bono Aspirational Target which law firms can sign up to: signatories agree to use best efforts to provide at least 35 hours of pro bono legal services per lawyer per year, which equates to around 45 minutes per week.\textsuperscript{276} A similar approach is taken in New York, where a certain number of completed pro bono hours is required for admission.\textsuperscript{277} This is also true for practitioners wishing to renew their practicing certificates.\textsuperscript{278}

New Zealand’s lack of such targets makes it more difficult for the NZLS to track public interest contribution from lawyers and to send a strong message that pro bono is an expected part of practice for all lawyers. A public interest law target may clarify the standard that lawyers in New Zealand should aspire to meet. There has been much debate in New Zealand around whether such a standard should be mandatory as part of the requirements for maintaining a practising certificate or applying for Queen’s Counsel.\textsuperscript{279} The application for Queen’s Counsel now include questions on the applicant’s commitment to improving access to justice and requires applicants to have:\textsuperscript{280}

- a history of making a personal contribution to advancing better access to justice for those who need it, for example by undertaking criminal/civil legal aid work, supporting community-based law centres, or through honorary positions or pro bono work.

Some lawyers believe that it would be inflexible to have a rule prescribing a specific amount of pro bono work,\textsuperscript{281} and others have expressed concerns that not all lawyers will be able to afford to do pro bono work (especially those not employed by large law firms).\textsuperscript{282} To counter these concerns, public interest law targets could be implemented as an aspirational standard, rather than a mandatory prescribed amount.

C. \textit{Te Ara Ture: pro bono clearinghouse tool}

In the May 2020 budget, the government allocated funding to establish Te Ara Ture—a pro bono clearinghouse, which would operate as a matchmaker between those seeking low-cost legal assistance and lawyers willing and able to provide such services.\textsuperscript{283} Launched a
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year later, Te Ara Ture promotes access to justice by acting as an intermediary between pro bono lawyers with prospective clients by conducting the necessary screening and administrative support required for engagement. As its name suggests, Te Ara Ture (the bridge to the law) aims to remove logistical barriers for lawyers interested in providing pro bono services and enhance client access to affordable legal services. This initiative would also minimise the overwhelming burden placed on existing community organisations.

The *Report of the New Zealand Bar Association Working Group into Access to Justice* proposed that a pro bono clearinghouse in New Zealand could work similarly to how it operates in other Commonwealth jurisdictions, where CABs and CLCs refer clients to the pro bono clearinghouse. Under this approach the client must meet certain requirements before being placed in contact with a barrister who has appropriate experience. Requirements might include the inability to receive another form of assistance such as legal aid, and the rationality and public interest behind their legal issue or claim.

The former General Manager of the Auckland Community Law Centre (and current Director of Te Ara Ture), Darryn Aitchison, expressed great enthusiasm for the pro bono clearinghouse, which would streamline much of the ad hoc work that law firms currently do with CLCs. He anticipates that referrals to the pro bono clearinghouse would initially be from CLCs, but the goal is to expand this within six months to other agencies, including CABs, student unions and the like. Further, Cheryl Green (former director of Clinical Legal Education at the University of Waikato) states that a pro bono clearing house will enable meaningful integration with New Zealand law schools, making it easier for law students to “participate in the clearinghouse’s work”. A pro bono clearinghouse could also establish legal clinics within law schools and assist students in being connected to community law projects.

This enthusiasm is shared by several law firms, which see the pro bono clearinghouse as substantially reducing the logistical and administrative work involved in providing pro bono work, making it much more appealing. By facilitating referrals and matching lawyers with clients, a pro bono clearinghouse removes much of this administrative burden by facilitating referrals and matching lawyers with clients. Promoting transparency and accessibility of pro bono services will also address the potential inequities associated with the current practice of law firms taking on clients with whom they have an existing connection, or who are acquainted with the partners of the firm.

---
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D  Cultural change

The final proposal for addressing these concerns around access to justice is placing earlier and greater emphasis on the importance of the practice of public interest litigation and pro bono work at law school. Although at present there are a number of initiatives and available classes at law schools around New Zealand that fulfil this requirement—with greater emphasis on the importance of public interest law—Erwin Chemerinsky argues that we can get closer to bridging the gap between those who are in need of representation that is in the public interest, and those who are available and willing to provide this service.294

One of the most recurring concerns we heard from the legal professionals we interviewed is New Zealand’s lack of a strong pro bono history compared with jurisdictions like the United States and Australia; and while legislative change is commendable, it is no substitute for a deep-rooted cultural shift which start at law schools.295 Suggestions for how to kickstart this cultural shift include incorporating a compulsory paper on pro bono work in law school, greater provision of professional development and training on this area by the NZLS and mandating a certain amount of pro bono work as a requisite for admission.296

VII  Conclusion

Public interest law is still in the early stage of development in New Zealand. A lack of centralised approaches, practice requirements and targets, and sophisticated referral mechanisms have contributed to the lack and underutilisation of public interest legal services compared with other countries.297 Max Harris states that:298

reliance on lawyer-heroes, as opposed to groups of public-spirited lawyers or a properly-established climate of pro bono law, may not prove to be a sustainable way to achieve a pro bono legal culture in New Zealand.

The legal profession must adopt a coordinated approach to the provision of public interest legal services. Community organisations, law firms and law students are taking advantage of ad hoc opportunities to volunteer their expertise in matters of significant public interest. Many law firms and CLCs see the initiation of the pro bono clearinghouse as a positive step. However, it is striking the extent to which practitioners agree that the true challenge is cultural—not legal—change in the legal profession’s attitude towards public interest law.
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